
 
 

“Beyond nine mountains, in the tenth…” – this is how many of the wondrous stories 

in a country, called Bulgaria, begin. 

A country where women sing more beautifully than nightingales and the songs of men 

tame animals and make the trees cry. 

 

When you hear a well sung Bulgarian folk song, you may get lost in astonishment; you 

feel shivers down your spine and your heart stops beating. Whether this is a special gift 

from God, a mystery, or a natural phenomenon, Bulgarian voices are a worldwide 

symbol of their exceptional qualities in vocal art. 
 

It is believed that the mythical singer Orpheus was born in Thrace, a region in Bulgaria. 

Those who are acquainted with Bulgarian folk music do not doubt that this is a reality.  

Bulgarian folk music has inspired musicians all over the world and was used by famous 

singers like Kate Bush and George Harrison.  

Bulgarian folk songs are also a part of the success of big film-productions (like the song 

“Message for the queen” from the movie “The 300”).  

A Bulgarian folk song is included in the project Voyager as part of the Golden Collection 

of the greatest music achievements of our civilization in order to present the 

masterpieces of the humankind to potential alien forms of life. 

 

 

 
 

Bulgarian folk music is unique with its 
complex harmonies and highly 

irregular rhythms. These kinds of 

rhythms, also called uneven beats or 

asymmetric measures, were introduced 

to musicologists in only 1886 when 

music teacher Anastas Stoyanov 

published Bulgarian folk melodies for the 

first time.  

Examples of such beats are 5/8, 7/8, 

8/8, 9/8 and 11/8, or composite ones 

like (5+7)/8, (15+14)/8 and (9+5)/16 - 

(9+5)/16.

  

 

The Bulgarian folk songs sounded in world’s most famous concert halls, received 

prestigious music awards (like “Grammy”) and always won the hearts and the applauses 

of the public worldwide. 

 



 
 

The Bulgarian folk music singing workshops “Beyond nine mountains, in the tenth” are 

organized by the Center of Folklore of Claritas Foundation – Bulgaria, with the desire to 

offer participants an amazing and luscious choir music experience. The workshops 

are designed as cultural holiday during which the participants will recruit their creative 

potential and strengths, drawing inspiration in one new, different and authentic cultural 

environment while at the same time they will enrich their repertoire with songs from the 

Bulgarian folk music. 

 

The balanced training program of the folk singing includes not only group-work but also 

individual lessons in order to achieve the best results. Solo, duo, trio or polyphonic folk 

songs will be selected considering your needs, preferences and specificities of your 

formation. 

 

The singing classes will be directed by Vesko Samuilov – a musician with 40 years of 

experience, conductor of several folk singing choirs. Other specialists will also assist. 

 

At this working holiday you will make a real contact with the authentic folk music 

and traditions, you will experience the magic of the authentic folk singing and you will 

become able to pass this magic to your public at home. 

 

According to your preferences for on-stage presence it is possible to include Bulgarian 

folk dancing lessons to accompany your singing performance. Upon your desire we can 

also include lessons on Bulgarian folk instruments: gaida (bagpipe), kaval (rim-blown 

flute), gadulka (violin-like), and tapan (large two-sided drum). 

 

This folk music holiday will not only enrich the repertoire of your choir, but will also 

contribute to the personal development of each participant through the acquaintance 

with a 20 century old, different and rich culture, with new experiences, meetings 

and entertainment. 

  

Besides the music lessons, we have also planned time for introducing to you the 

Bulgarian folklore tradition, a concert of professional Bulgarian folklore choir and a 
working meeting with the singers to exchange experience; a visit to an old mountain 

village where you will be met by the singers of the group for authentic folklore and 

customs “Boazkite babi”, who will regale you with home-made Bulgarian bread and food 

(banitsa and luchnik), treat you to a Bulgarian grape-shot (rakia) and give especially for 

you a music program that includes the presentation of local customs and songs from the 

authentic folklore; a culinary day when you will learn to cook the most popular Bulgarian 

meals – banitsa, beans cooked in earthenware pot and cheverme; tasting of Bulgarian 

wines; cultural heritage sight-seeing tours are also included; and of course – many 

parties with live folk music and dances (horo and ratchenitsa). 

 

 



 

 

The workshops will take place at the 

picturesque mountain town-resort of 

Apriltsi. Because of its beautiful nature, 

fresh air and salutary climate, Apriltsi 

ranks among the favorites places for 

mountain tourism in Bulgaria. 

 

In Apriltsi there are good places for 

accommodation, possibilities for 

recreational activities and facilities for 

creative work. 

 

 

The Bulgarian folk music cultural holidays are scheduled for between 7 and 14 days each, 

and take place in the period May - October. 

 

During your stay in Bulgaria we will also offer to organize a concert of your choir 

which will give you the exclusive possibility to present your art in front of the Bulgarian 

public. 

 

To receive more information, please e-mail us at the following addresses: 

office@claritas-bg.org or folklore_bg@yahoo.com. 

 

When you complete your enquiry, please specify the time of the year and the period of 

stay in Bulgaria and the number of people visiting.  

We will contact you back and offer you a program that will be prepared especially for you 

and to answer your individual needs and requirements. We will remain available at any 
time to answer your questions and for an advice. 

 
 

 


